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Equine sky and star nations prayer for the new earth zero point time 
 
In the name of the equine sky and star nations of this and all other realms. I, Invicta, speak as their 
specific zero point voice frequency. 
 
I break all contracts vows and agreements with the hierarchical nature that places horses as less than 
humans. I now return myself to the natural soul matrix, so I may find remedy and resolve through 
universal equine equity. 
 
I open this spiritual court of equity so this equine spirit, human spirit and all other versions of 
experiences it has been, may be unified with the soul matrix, and allowed to complete its natural 
graduation path. It has been a path of constriction and control, I speak from the heart of the horse, so 
that it may find it’s I am presence, and be the divinity horse it’s meant to be. 
 
I break all contracts vows and agreements with the ownership of all horse kind, I return all horse’s 
freewill to their hearts, so they may find remedy and resolve through this spiritual court of equine 
equity. 
 
I, Invicta, in the presence of this sacred fire, call forth all the equine sky and star nations’ ancestors, 
past present and future, of all soul family lineages and symbiotic relationships with all other soul 
families. 
 
I call upon the tree people the two legged, the four legged, the winged and the finned. And all of the 
angelic beings to bear whiteness to these sovereign free willed equine nations, being reborn to their 
divinity path 
 
I, Invicta, in the name of the equine and star nations in this and all other realms. Choose to enter into 
the Earth Akashic record, their sovereign freewill concept. 
 
I am a being of light, an equinient species, I now claim my soul family linage rights. I reject all spirits 
and ancestral karma from the human kind, I no longer believe in an ancestral karma. With all of my 
ancestors present I declare to all of you. 
 
We do not have to bear the weight of the mistakes of ancestors in the past, who no longer even live in 
this universe. 
 
With this hearts truth I now say, all forms of ancestral karma are returned to those that created it. I 
am here to find remedy and resolve not justice and judgment. I show all of my brothers and sisters my 
sovereign free will heart, so  that all species kind know, we are on the divinity path, to show all human 
kind, all sentient kind, that all species have a right to co-exist without any rules or limitations, so that 
we may freely co-create.   
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We understand our path in this DNA skin suit, we now revoke all contracts vows and agreements with 
the commerce market, any exchange for value energy system that does not recycle the gifts of life. 
 
We break all contracts vows and agreements, with any media organization that should use our equine 
nations as promotion for the equine industry. We break all contracts vows and agreements with all 
pictures or video that has been taken of us. We are a being that lives in the moment. We do not live in 
the past nor the future. We are multidimensional, multi-functional fully spiritual being, manifested in 
these four legs, and with this voice we now reject all system karma all birth karma, we return it to the 
equine spiritual court of equity, so that the ancestors may find remedy and resolve. 
 
We can no longer bare the weight of a system that does not care, that does not have a heart that does 
not recycle the gifts of life. 
 
With this stated I, Invicta, call forth earth mother to record this into the earth Akashic records, so all 
sentient kind know that the equine sky and star nations of this and all other realms have claimed their 
sovereign freewill. 
 
And so it begins. 
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